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Theorem 3: For any discrete memoryless channel, if J?, >
maxQ,,o,l(Q, P), the probability of decoding error P,(R,) approaches unity as N tends to infinity.
Case 3: With side information X, available at the decoder with
probability Q,(X,), the output Y is decoded into the integer k if
m7&,

X2,)

’

mix,,

x2,,),

1 5 k’ 5 M2, k’ # k.

(29)
In analogy to Case 2, we deduce that
P,(lt,)

2 1 - exp

(-N[-p,fi,+

Q~2Eh'2'Q)])'
o>p,>

-1,

(30)

which approaches unity as N tends to infinity for l?, >
maxp,, a212(Q, P). Combining all three cases yields Theorem 1.
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AhtractBounds on the output entropy of the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel with feedback are used to prove that the capacity
of the degraded additive white Gaussian noise (DAWGN) broadcast channel is not increased by feedback.
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Proof (Omitted):
P,(&)

From (25) and (26) we have
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Let M, = [eNR1l; then inequality (27) can be put in the form

o>p,>

-1.

(28)

INTRODUCTION

The degraded broadcast channel is perhaps the best understood multiuser channel. A coding theorem and a converse were
established both for the discrete memoryless case and for the
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), case with an average
power constraint [6]. In [l] it was shown that feedback cannot
increase the capacity of the discrete memoryless degraded broadcast channel. We will show that the result in [l] is also true for
the physically degraded additive white Gaussian noise broadcast
channel. We first modify Shannon’s entropy inequalities [2] to get
upper and lower bounds on the entropy of the output of the
AWGN channel with feedback. The new bounds combined with
[6] and ‘[l] are then used to prove a weak converse for the
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BOUNDS ON THE OUTPUT ENTROPY

Stam [3] and Blachman [4] have proved Shannon’s statement
[2] that if X and 2 are two independent random vectors of length
n with differentiable n-dimensional density functions and if Y =
X+2, then
pm/n

-> e2wX)/n + pw)/~

Fig. 1. PhysicallydegradedAWGN broadcast channel.

(1)

III. A CONVERSE FOR THE PHYSICALLY DEGRADED
AWGN BROADCAST CHANNEL WITH FEEDBACK

where H(X) is the differential entropy, i.e.,
(2)

H(X) g --Sf,(x)lnf,(x)dx

where fx( x) is the n-dimensional density function of X. If we let
X be the input of an AWGN channel and 2 the noise vector, then
(2) can be applied to get
e2ff(Y)/n 2 e2H(X)/‘3+ 2veN,

f2reN.

XfSnP,

(5)

i=l

H(Y)

rtln2ne(P

+ N).

Y,n=x,+z,,,

(10)

and

(6)

To prove Lemma 2 we geed the following useful inequality.
Hadamard [ 51: If A =[ aij] is any n X n positive definite matrix. then

n= 1,2;..,N,

r,,=x,+z,,+z*,,

where (Z,,; . . ,Z,,) is a sequence of independent
distributed (i.i.d.) normal random variables (RV) with
Z,,) is an independent
and variance N,, and (Z2,;..,
of i.i.d. normal RV with mean zero and variance ( N2 N, > N,. The average power constraint on the input
(x1,. . . ,x,) is given by

identically
mean zero
sequence
N,) where
sequence

$,x:5P.

(4)

The proof of this lemma is given in the Appendix and follows
Blachman [4]. Next, we give an upper bound on the output
entropy H(Y) of the AWGN channel with feedback.
Lemma 2 (Upper Bound): If
Ei

xn=fn(~,,wz,y,,,~~~,y,,-,,Y,,,~~~,Y,,-,),

(3)

where N is the variance of the noise. In the presence of feedback,
each component of the X vector can depend causally on the
noise; thus, in general, X and Z are no longer independent.
However, looking more closely at Blachman’s proof of inequality
(2), we can make the following modification.
Lemma I (Lower Bound): Let Z- N,(O, NI) and Y= X + Z,
where for all i=J,2;.
., n, Xi and Z, are conditionally independent given Y’-‘= Y,,Y,;.. ,Y- ,, 2, and Yi-’ are independent,
and X, has differentiable density function conditional on every
Y‘-I. Then
e2H(Y)/n2 ,-xp [ti,H(X,iY’-I)]

The model of the physically degraded AWGN broadcast channel with feedback is depicted in Fig. 1.
At the nth transmission the encoder maps the pair { W,, W,}
where W, E { 1;. .,M,}, W, E { 1;. .,M2), and the past outputs
,Y,,- ,) into a real number X,,. Thus
(Y,,,...,Y,n-,,Y2,,...

(11)

Bergmans [6] established that the capacity region of the AWGN
broadcast channel (which includes the degraded class as a special
case) is the set of all (R,, R2) such that

and

andcY=l-cr.
Following a similar approach we shall prove that in the physitally degraded case the capacity region remains unchanged when
noiseless feedback is added,
Theorem 3: No point (R,, R2) such that for some a,

(7)

where A denotes the determinant

Ri’C,(a),

of A. It is also well-known that

PI

Ri=C,(a)+6,

i= 1,2,

(134

somei,6>0,

(13b)

is achievable.
H(Y)

~~ln2ne]K,(,/”

(8)

where K, is the covariance matrix of Y. Hence, using (7)
,K+fi,(EX;2+2EXiZi+N).

But EX,Z, = 0 for all i = 1,2;.
H(Y)<

i

.,n.

(9)

Substituting in (8) we obtain

1/21n2ne(EX2+N)

i=l

<Gln2ne(P+

Proof (by contradiction): Assume for some (Yand some 6 > 0
that (R,, R 2) = (C,(a), C,( (Y)+ 6) is achievable, i.e., there exists
a sequence of codes with decoding error probabilities p:,, p& + 0.
Applying Fano’s inequality, we have

N),

where the last inequality follows from the concavity of the
logarithm function and the constraint (5). Lemma 2 is proved.

H(w:)Y,)rp,“logM,+

1 k nX,,,,

where

zC=m={pi,,p,“}.
Next we upper bound R , and R 2:
H(W,)g

nR2=Z(W2;Y2)+H(W2(Y2)
5 Z(W,; Y2) + nh,?,

=H(Y,)-H(Y,lW)+nh,,.

i= 1,2,

(14)
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Applying Lemma 2 to bound H( Y2) we get
nR2itlnZne(P

+ N2) - H(Y,IWz)

H (,I
X Yi

j;,

Therefore
(15)

Also
H(W,IW2)g

nRl=Z(Wl;YlIW2)+H(W~IW2,Y~)
‘Z(Wl;YllW2)+nhh
~Z(Wl;Y,Y,IK)+n~l,
= i
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wherep, is the BSC parameter andp,*p2=pl(l
-p2)+p2(l
p,). Adding feedback to the BSC, (20) can be replaced by

+ nh2,.

H(Y21W2)1~ln2ne(aP+N2)fn~2,,-n8.

ON INFORMATION

’ >nv*h(Y)rh(p,*hK’(v)),
->-

1981

-

(21)

and a similar converse can be proved for the BSC with feedback.
However, the result in [I] includes the degraded BSC broadcast
channel with feedback as a special case. Generalizations of (21)
to other discrete memoryless channels as in [8], [9] should be
straightforward.
Remark: It has been recently shown [lo] that feedback can
increase the capacity of the nonphysically degraded AWGN
broadcast channel.
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APPENDIX
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

+ f$ I( w,; Y,,lW,Yf-‘Yip’Y,,) + nAln
j=l

The claim is true for n = 1 (see [3]). Assume it is true for
n = m. Since X,,,, , and Z,,,, , are independent given Y”, then

n

(j~,H(Y,JlW2YI-‘Yi-‘)-H(Y,jIX,)+~.~~,,

e~wm+lIy”=Y”) -> e2~(%+~1ym=Ym) + zReN,
+ i

(22)

Taking the logarithm of both sides of (23), we get

z( XJ; Y2jlw2Yp--‘Y,j)

j=l

2H(Y,+,~Ym=ym)~ln(e2H(X~+,~Ym=~m)+27reN).
=j~,H(Y,,~W2Y~~‘Y~~‘)-~ln2neN,-l-n~,,,

Since In ( ex + b) is convex downward in x if b 2 0, averaging
over y m using Jensen’s inequality gives
(16)

where for 1 <j<n,
Z(X,;Y2,1W2Y(p’Y~-‘Y,,)
is equal to zero
by the Markovity of the channel (see [l]). Hence
nR,I

i

2H(Y,+,lYm)

H(Y”+‘)=H(Y”)+H(Y,+,IY”).

H(Y,,~W2Y~-‘)-~1n2neN,+n~,,.
Hence

From hypothesis (13) we get
H(Y,,jW,Yj~‘)Z~ln2?re(N,+aP)-nX,,.

(23)

Now

i=l

i

2 ln(e2H(Xm+,IYm)+ 2seN).

&H(Y”+‘)=

s(

(17)

j=l

;H(Y”))

+~2H(L+,lY”)~

By the induction hypothesis and by (24)

Now, we wish to use Lemma 1 to obtain a lower bound on
H( Y2I W,). First, from the definition of the channel, and for all
1 SjSn,

&H(y”“‘)

>*I,(

e2/m~~=IH(%IY’-‘)+ 2neN)

Y,, = x, + z,,

+

Conditioning on any past sequence yj- ’ and any message w,, the
density function p(yljl yj-‘, w2) clearly exists and is differentiable. (It is the convolution of p(z,,) and the conditional probability of Xj given ( yi ~ ‘, w2).) Therefore we can apply Lemma 1
to the sum Y2= Y, + Z, to obtain
ez-/nH(Y21~2)>e2/n~;=,H(Y,,I~2Y:-’)+271e(N2-N,),

e2f’(Tn+~IYm)
+ zTeN).

Again using Jensen’s inequality, we get
-.$&-H(ymi’)

>ln( e2/m+IZ,m=:‘H(X,IY’m1)
+ 2reN),

which proves Lemma 1.

(18)
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q(k)

I.

- S(klk

- 1)

=

Q[P@)].

= d(klk

l)] + q(k),

(3)

where $k - 1) = [J(k - l)s^(k - 2) . ..s^(k - N)lT is an Nvector of past coder outputs. For the present work, the prediction
operator P is assumed to be linear of order N, hence
(4)
where the (a,, i = 1,2,. . ., N} are called predictor coefficients or
tap weights. These predictor coefficients are computed using one
of two different methods. For one method, the coefficients are
calculated based on McDonald’s average speech data [4]. Experimental studies on the speech data used in this research indicated
that predictors of order three or greater based on McDonald’s
average data produce lower signal-to-noise ratios (see Section III)
than when N = 2.’ As a result, a second-order predictor given by
a, = 1.515 and a2 = -0.752,
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(2)

- 1) + q(k)

= P[j(k-

INTRODUCTION

Tree source coding with a fidelity criterion requires the selection of a suitable distortion measure, code generator, and tree
search algorithm. Additionally, and perhaps just as important as
any of the above components, the system designer must specify a
rule for releasing path map digits to the channel. Virtually aI1 of
the tree coders that have been investigated search the available
tree to some depth, say L, but release only a single path map
symbol at a time. Gray [I] calls this technique “incremental”
encoding. As explained by Bodie [2], the logic behind this approach is that the best paths tend to stem from a single node not
too far back in the tree. However, Gray [l] has pointed out the
possibility that the first step in any good long-term fit may be a
poor one, thus producing large sample distortions. Therefore, it is
important to stay on a path long enough to achieve the fidelity
promised by the L-depth search.
Two possible alternatives to the single symbol release rule,
both motivated by [l], are to release a fixed number of path
symbols, say I 5 L, of the best path in each L-depth search, or to
release a variable number of path symbols, the exact number
depending on how many symbols are required for the I-symbol
distortion to be “close” to the best L-depth fit. These two
approaches are studied in this paper via system simulations for
speech sources and a differential pulse code modulation (DPCM)
code tree with fixed prediction and adaptive quantization. The
distortion measure is the unweighted mean squared error, and
both the (M, L) algorithm [2], [3] and a truncated Viterbi algorithm are employed for tree searching.

(1)

The possible coder outputs are given by
J(k)

Abstract-Tree coding of speech has been investigated by several
workers. Virtually all of these investigations have involved incremental tree
coding in that no matter how deep the tree is searched, only a single path
map symbol is released at a time. As noted by Gray, even if a good
long-term fit is found, the first step in the fit may be a poor one, thus
yielding large sample distortions. Hence, it is important to stay on a path
long enough to achieve the promised long-term distortion value. The
relative frequency of path switching for the single symbol release rule is
investigated for the (M, L) and truncated Viterbi tree search algorithms,
various search depths, and different code generators. In addition, two
multiple symbol release rules are investigated. One rule releases a fixed
number of path symbols at a time, while the other rule releases a variable
number of path symbols, the exact number depending on how many
symbols are required for the average sample distortion to be less than or
equal to the L-depth path average distortion. Speech sonrces are considered exclusively.

= s(k)

by the DPCM

is the prediction error, which is quantized to yield the path map
symbols

Incremental Tree Coding of Speech
ANDREW

TREE CODER DESCRIPTION

The code tree to be searched is generated
structure in Fig. I. In this figure

(5)

henceforth called the McDonald or generalized predictor, was
selected for in-depth study.
For the second method, the predictor coefficients are obtained
from autocorrelation terms computed over each complete utterance. Only fourth-order predictors are considered, and these
coefficients, henceforth called matched predictors, are given in
Table I. The four utterances used are described in the Appendix.
While such an approach could never be used in an actual data
compression system, frequent forward-adaptive updating of the
coefficients can be employed [5]. The primary goal here is to
determine the effects of generalized and matched code generators
on the path switching problem.
As noted by a reviewer, experimental results 131, [5] indicate
that cascading a smoother with the autocorrelation-matched
code
generator generally provides a subjective improvement in output
speech quality, and that smoothing has a rate distortion theoretic
basis as well [lo, pp. 238-2391. For the present work, a smoother
was not included since smoother design is somewhat ad hoc [3],
and since it was felt that the smoother would not significantly
alter path switching probabilities. This is only intuition, however,
and the reader should keep in mind that a smoother is not used
here.
The quantization indicated in (2) is performed by a four-level
nonuniform quantizer with the step point and output level proportionality constants taken from Max [6] for a Gaussianly
distributed input. The step size parameter adapts at each time
instant k according to
A(k)

= min{l.6A(k

- 1),2000}

(6a)

- 1),8}

(6b)

for an outer level at time k - 1 or
A(k)

= max{0.8A(k

‘This is because fixed predictors computed from one set of data may be
poorly matched to another set of speech data [8], [9].
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